FULLY SUBLIMATED POLY SHORT
100% polyester. Super-strong adjustable waist band (available with or without Velcro®) with elastic and full drawstring to prevent shifting. Triple stitched seams, Lycra® stretch panel, and split outer seams allow full range of motion. Sublimated side panel graphics are dyed in, and won’t crack, peel, or fade! Price includes embroidery in two locations. **MHSS $43.99 (2XL/3XL: $48.99)** Add $40.00 set up charge for entire order.

MICRO-FIBER POLY SHORT WITH EMBROIDERY
Made of rugged micro-fiber Polyester. Super-strong adjustable waist band (available with or without Velcro®) with elastic and full drawstring to prevent shifting. Triple stitched seams, Lycra® stretch panel, and split outer seams allow full range of motion. Price includes two-color embroidery in 2 locations. **MHPS $32.99 (2XL/3XL: $37.99)** Add $35.00 set up charge for entire order.

SUBLIMATED SIDE PANEL SHORT
Made of rugged micro-fiber Polyester. Super-strong adjustable waist band (available with or without Velcro®) with elastic and full drawstring to prevent shifting. Triple stitched seams, Lycra® stretch panel, and split outer seams allow full range of motion. Sublimated side panel graphics are dyed in, and won’t crack, peel, or fade! Price includes embroidery in two locations. **MHSP $39.99 (2XL/3XL: $44.99)** Add $40.00 set up charge for entire order.

SIZE CHART:
YS (19-21), YM (22-25), YL (26-28), XS (28-29), S (29-31), M (32-34), L (34-36), XL (36-38), 2XL (39-41), 3XL (4)

MINIMUM OF 18 SHORTS PER ORDER. 12 SHORTS ON REORDERS. ALLOW 5-6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY FOLLOWING ARTWORK APPROVAL. PLACED DEC. 1-FEB. 1: ALLOW 6-7 WEEKS.
ALL NEW CUSTOM FIGHT SHORT TEMPLATES

DESIGN YOUR TEAM FIGHT SHORTS ALL TEMPLATE DESIGNS ARE AVAILABLE WITH YOUR COLORS, NAME, MASCOT AND LOGO.

1. Choose a Template
2. List your colors - Main, Secondary, Accent
3. Send us your logo - A clean High Resolution logo must be provided. If you do not have one, we can choose one from our stock logos that most resembles your logo.
   Acceptable files - ai; vector eps; vector pdf; 300 DPI jpg, tiff, or psd.
4. Select a font

ONLY $38.99/SHORT
50+ $35.99/SHORT

AVAILABLE PATTERNS

AVAILABLE FONTS

Bolister Black
Dalek
Freshman
Intramural JL

Aachen Std Bold
Avenge Heroic
Batmen Forever
Blade

Jersey M54
Oregon Ducks
Pointer Serif
Razorback

Rockwell
Serpentine
Wide Latin

ONLY $38.99/SHORT
50+ $35.99/SHORT
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